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WE‘R 
FOUNDED

THE SPIRIT OF 
ENTERPRISE
“Autumn 1949 – It is almost impossible to put into words the mood we were in, as was the general population. A 
euphoric mix of liberation, catastrophe and optimism could be felt everywhere,” Helmhold Schneider reports as if it 
had all happened only yesterday.
“On a sunny autumn day in 1948, my father took his fate into his own hands and purchased a company with four 
plastic Bakelite presses in Altenkirchen. He was convinced that synthetic plastics were the future, since raw materials 
such as wood and iron were rare and expensive at the time. He considered the molecular, specific design of their 
fields of application another major benefit. These visions and the purchase laid the foundations for the WERIT 
company.

The purchase of the plastic Bakelite presses was associated with orders from the global electrical corporation 
Voigt & Haeffner in Frankfurt. The joy to be able supply this major corporation did not last long, however, 
since they cancelled the orders after one year and started their own production in the Netherlands. I 
decided to create my own portfolio of electrical connectors, in order to avoid being dependent on a 
single customer ever again. 
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WE‘R 
FOUNDED

In the meantime, the trend in plastics processing had shifted towards injec-
tion moulding and thermoplastics. I purchased several automated injection 
moulding machines and looked for companies who could replace conven-
tional materials with plastics. Consequently, by 1964 I had already produced 
one million plastic cisterns.

Even before that however, in 1953, I had been invited by the Bayer company 
on a study trip to the USA, where I visited automotive factories manufactur-
ing particularly lightweight, but extremely solid body panels from fibreglass. 
Upon returning to Germany, I developed a machine for the manufacture of 
moulded parts, such as protective helmets, and filed a patent application for 
it. It was a giant success which laid the foundations for the further expan-
sion of the company. I invested in larger injection moulding machines, e.g. 
for bottle crates, and in the construction of a blow extrusion machine for 
plastic tanks with a fill volume exceeding 5,000 litres. This machine remains 
the largest of its kind to this day.

“We are constantly reinventing ourselves – 
as we always have”

In the late 1970s, with a keen sense for future-proof products, we devel-
oped our 1,000 litre container on a pallet, the so-called IBC (intermediate 
bulk container). It replaced the previously common steel containers and a 
gigantic IBC market developed over the following ten years. My sons 
Ekkehard and Joerg joined the company in 1982 and 1994, respectively, 
becoming managing partners.
We established additional locations all over Europe and progressed to 
become a specialist in plastics. We already think about tomorrow today, we 
keep going forward and we are constantly reinventing ourselves – as we 
always have.”

The fascination of creating new 
things from synthetic plastics 

has remained the foundation of the 
company philosophy to this day and 

runs in the entrepreneurs’ blood.
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WE‘R FOCUSED
Service provider with manufacturing skills
We are distinguished by our flexibility and reliability of supply. Together with our customers, we develop solutions 
for very specific use cases. We stand out thanks to our customer-oriented product development and a focus on 
demanding markets. Our diversification strategy ensures the long-term existence of our company.

The senior management, consisting of Helmhold Schneider, Ekkehard Schneider and Joerg Schneider

PERSONAL.
RELIABLE.
FOCUSED.
WERIT – A FAMILY 
BUSINESS
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WE‘R
PROFESSIONAL

SHORT DELIVERY TIMES AND 
COMPREHENSIVE SERVICE

As a medium-sized family business, 
we highly value comprehensive 
service. Our deep vertical integration 
and an efficient logistics chain 
provide us with the necessary 
flexibility to quickly respond to the 
wishes of our customers.

WERITflex

SAFETY THROUGH COMPULSORY
COMPLIANCE WITH STANDARDS

For specific aspects, we contribute to 
the development of the relevant 
standards.
With decades of experience, we have 
the expertise to develop product 
solutions with added value for our 
customers.

WERITconform

THE HIGHEST STANDARDS OF 
QUALITY AS CERTIFIED BY 
INDEPENDENT TESTING 
INSTITUTES

To provide our customers with added 
value and maximum safety, WERIT 
products are certified according to 
special requirements by accredited, 
independent institutes.

WERITcert

WE TAKE ON CHALLENGES 
FOR THE BENEFIT OF OUR 
CUSTOMERS!
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WE‘R
PROFESSIONAL

A SUCCESSFUL FUTURE 
THANKS TO CONTINUOUS
DEVELOPMENT

Through the ongoing optimisation of 
our processes and 
products, we strive to continuously 
improve our performance and, 
consequently, the satisfaction of our 
customers.

WERIThorizon

DEVELOPMENT OF THE 
ORGANISATION THROUGH 
SYSTEMATIC EDUCATION 
AND TRAINING

Targeted development and training 
ensure that our specialists will remain 
highly skilled.

WERITacademy

WORKING TOGETHER FOR THE 
FUTURE

To anticipate future requirements by 
our customers, we already cooperate 
with colleges, universities and a 
variety of European institutes to 
develop technologies that will help 
us in suggesting solutions.

WERITnetwork

We work together with 
our customers to continue 

delivering innovative solutions 
with proven quality.
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WE‘R
YOUR 
SOLUTION
PARTNER
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CROSS-
INDUSTRY
SOLUTIONS
Your expert in packaging
and domestic engineering
As a specialist in plastics processing, we design and manufacture sophisti-
cated products according to the needs of many industries. The tools and 
moulds required for production are manufactured by our in-house tool mak-
ing department. The organic growth of our know-how and our deep vertical 
integration make us a reliable partner in many specialist fields.
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INTERMEDIATE BULK 
CONTAINER / CANISTER

A versatile, modular IBC programme 
including inner containers with a 
holding capacity of 300, 600, 800 
and 1,000 litres, as well as innovative 
plastic canisters for the safe and 
reliable transport of liquid filling 
media. The product lines with 
industry-specific equipment features 
provide functional solutions for 
non-hazardous, hazardous and 
flammable liquids. The IBCs with 
their unique design are optimised 
for reuse and recycling.

REUSABLE TRANSPORT
PACKAGING

From a comprehensive programme of 
high-quality standard containers, 
such as stackable crates or stack/nest 
containers according to European 
standards, to specific solutions, 
individual designs are a hallmark of 
our product portfolio.

PLASTIC PALLETS

Our wide selection of plastic pallets is 
known for quality and durability. All 
half-pallets, EUR/EPAL-pallets and 
industrial pallets are manufactured 
exclusively from unmixed and first-
class materials. 
Customer specific solutions, such as 
marking with a logo, numbering and 
other labels as well as special colours 
complete the portfolio.

SANITARY INSTALLATIONS

The wide range of JOMO products
includes, in addition to technologically
advanced frame systems for bath-
room design, a comprehensive 
selection of modern push plates 
made of glass and plastic. Exclusive 
bathroom solutions, such as hygienic 
WCs or touchless electronic push 
plates, complete the portfolio.

HEATING OIL TANKS

For the safe, long-term or stationary 
storage of diesel and heating oil. 
WERIT tank systems are easy to clean 
and corrosion-free. They can be 
installed in rows, as a multi-block 
or in an angled configuration.
Depending on the requirement 
specification, the product portfolio 
offers double-walled safety tanks or 
single-walled tanks with 750 - 
5,000 litres of holding capacity.

INDUSTRIAL TANKS

Whether for plant engineering, water 
technology, refrigeration and air 
conditioning or in a special applica-
tion – WERIT industrial tanks, with 
or without bandages, with a holding 
capacity between 800 and 5,000 
litres, impress customers with their 
diverse application possibilities, safety 
and cost-benefit ratio. In addition, 
customisation and manufacture with 
PE panel material provide perfect, 
tailor-made solutions.

WE‘R
INDUSTRIAL PACKAGING & 
DOMESTIC ENGINEERING
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WE‘R EUROPEAN
True to our regional roots – at home in Europe
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WERIT – 
A FAMILY
BUSINESS 
with 6 production and 
5 distribution locations

D-57610 Altenkirchen
D-53567 Buchholz
D-01458 Ottendorf-Okrilla
F-67162 Wissembourg
F-26200 Montélimar
GB-Manchester
A-6700 Bludenz
CH-8105 Regensdorf/Zürich
E-08403 Granollers/Barcelona
PL-55-330 Błonie gm. Miękinia
CZ-619 00 Brno
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TODAY’S VISION 
FOR TOMORROW
It is our goal to keep our family business independent while being active all over Europe. We want to act 
sustainably, realise more resource-saving product concepts and build a strong brand. Our clear focus is on the 
continued development of existing products. To achieve our goals, we will include the latest technological 
developments in our work.

Following this premise, we establish a link between economic success and social responsibility. Our company is 
constantly changing since, as a family business, we do not think in quarters, but in generations. It will remain this 
way in the future!

WE‘R
VISIONARY
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WE‘R
VISIONARY

We act sustainably 
and create a strong brand.

PROGRESS AND 
CONTINUITY

Our company structure is that of 
a family business which will stand 
the test of time with sustainable 
and lasting development across 
generations. The partners intend 
to assume joint responsibility to 
strengthen the company they 
have inherited and pass it on to 
the next generation. Thanks to its 
versatile products, it has cornered 
the European market and, in 
doing so, laid the foundations for 
continuity and expansion.



WERIT – WE ARE IT! 
YOUR PARTNER IN 
PLASTIC SOLUTIONS.

D-57610 Altenkirchen
D-53567 Buchholz
D-01458 Ottendorf-Okrilla
F-67162 Wissembourg
F-26200 Montélimar
GB-Manchester
A-6700 Bludenz
CH-8105 Regensdorf/Zürich
E-08403 Granollers/Barcelona
PL-55-330 Błonie gm. Miękinia
CZ-619 00 Brno

www.werit.eu
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